A Postdoctoral Researcher Position at Seoul National University

Ji-Young Lee Lab is looking for a highly motivated postdoctoral researcher who will perform the research on identifying novel regulatory programs governing vascular patterning in Arabidopsis roots. The job candidate will use genetics and genomics approaches to perform protoplast cell sorting-RNA sequencing to profile transcripts in the root vasculature, generate hypotheses based on expression profiles together with other available resources already in the lab, and test hypotheses using various molecular techniques.

The postdoctoral researcher should have strong knowledge and skills in basic plant development and genetics/genomics, with good communication skills and scientific publications.

To apply, send a brief statement of research interest and a CV with the names of three references to Ji-Young Lee (jl924@snu.ac.kr). The application will be reviewed beginning on Oct. 24th and the position will be open until it is filled.

More details about Ji-Young Lee Lab and Seoul National University can be found at http://biosci.snu.ac.kr/jiyounglee and https://cns.snu.ac.kr/eng/